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			MILKY WAY LOGISTICS COMPANY IN LONDON IS THE SOLUTION TO YOUR BUSINESS GOALS


		

	

PROVIDING FIRST CLASS FREIGHT SERVICES
AT A GLANCE
Road Freight
Freight over land using trucks of all sizes where possible keeping transit time and costs at its lowest. Monitoring the shipment all over the route and tracking from source to delivery point.
LEARN MORE





Quick and Reliable
Air Freight
Airfreight to almost all major airports in the World using major airlines from any points in the UK to Worldwide destinations. The service is fast and reliable and suggested for more valuable and sensitive shipments.
LEARN MORE





CLEVERLY COMBINED
Sea Freight
The largest carrier of freight throughout recorded history. Over any distance by boat, ship, sailboat or barge, over oceans and lakes, through canals or along rivers. Freight of all sizes by LCL or FCL.
LEARN MORE
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OUR SERVICES

Transport of Packaged Goods


Small to XXlarge packages




Warehousing and Storage


We arrange storage whereever that is more suitable for the customer







National Road Transport


Special handling requirements




Forwarding Services


A to Z logistics














Freight Forwarding Services in the UK


	
		
			At Milky Way Logistics Ltd, we are committed to providing exceptional freight forwarding services, ensuring that your goods are transported safely, efficiently, and on time. Our strategic location in London, UK, coupled with our extensive network and industry expertise, makes us your ideal logistics partner.

Contact us today to experience the Milky Way Logistics difference, and let us help you navigate the complexities of global trade with ease and confidence.


		

	

Read More
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									Optimizing UK-Saudi Arabia Trade Relations							

						
									
					mwll
					
						
					March 7, 2024
					

		

					
			  In today’s global marketplace, the efficiency of freight forwarding services is more critical than ever, particularly in the context of UK-Saudi Arabia trade relations. Milky Way Logistics Ltd, a […]

		
							
						Read More 
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									AI in Freight Industry 2024							
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					January 31, 2024
					

		

					
			The Role of Artificial Intelligence in Enhancing Sustainable Practices in the Freight Industry   What is AI? Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a transformative technology that simulates human intelligence processes through […]

		
							
						Read More 
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									Top Freight Forwarder 2024							
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					January 16, 2024
					

		

					
			What is a Freight Forwarder? A freight forwarder is a key player in the logistics and transportation industry, acting as an intermediary between shippers and various transportation services such as ocean […]

		
							
						Read More 
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			Response Strategies Amidst Red Sea Crisis     The current circumstances in the Red Sea have led to significant changes in maritime shipping routes. Shipping companies are actively avoiding this […]

		
							
						Read More 
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			Import from China – Less than a Container Load? Import from China 从中国到英国的货运 Never been easier with Milky Way Logistics   LCL shipping is a freight method where cargo from […]

		
							
						Read More 
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									Freight Shipping to Qatar: Trends and Important Tips from Milky Way Logistics 2024							
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			Freight Forwarding for Exports and Imports with Milky Way Logistics Ltd: Navigating Air and Sea Freight from the UK (Freight Shipping to Qatar)   Air Freight Services by Milky Way […]

		
							
						Read More 
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			Airfreight Outlook: Navigating New Normals with Milky Way Logistics’ Expertise As we look toward 2024, the UK air freight market is poised at an interesting crossroads, balancing between stability and […]

		
							
						Read More 
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									Navigating the Currents of Change: Milky Way Logistics and the Evolution of Global Freight Forwarding							
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					November 23, 2023
					

		

					
			Milky Way Logistics and the Evolution of Global Freight Forwarding The transformation and evolution of logistics, particularly in the context of the United Kingdom’s trade history, offer a fascinating glimpse […]

		
							
						Read More 
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February 2024 Promotions


	
		
			Please quote the promo code FEB2024 when booking and get 10% discount on any airfreight and seafreight exports With Milky Way Logistics Company in London this month.


		

	







	
		
			




		

	







                                    

            
			
                    


		
    

        

        
        
    
    
                    			
            
	            
				                
                    
                        
                            ABOUT OUR COMPANY
			[image: Milky Way Logistics][image: Milky Way Logistics]

Milky Way Logistics was found to make a mark in London’s Freight Forwarding industry. Milky Way Logistics started its operations in London to/from all the major cities in Europe with the aim to offer supreme logistics services.
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	British International Freight Association
	FIATA
	London Chamber of Commerce
	Terms & Conditions



                        
                        
                            CONTACT INFO
			
Milky Way Logistics Ltd.

Email: [email protected]

Phone: 020 7971 7888

Fax: +44 203 598 6304

Url: https://www.mwll.co.uk

cash, check, credit card, invoice, paypal

	









The Gherkin, 30 St. Mary Axe

London, England EC3A 8BF
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